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CHIEF PATRON MESSAGE
MESSAGE
Dr.(h.c.)Lakshman Seth
In our world if something is constant it is “Change”. Every minute there is some change
happening Science, Technology, Medicine, Etc. Innovation is the mantra of today’s world. In
science every other day we hear about new theories that radically change our thinking.
Similarly in Medicine a lot of research is going on for new drug development. Technology
has made our world more entertaining and human friendly with mammoth number of
innovations. Keeping pace with time we at ICARE group of Institutes organized this”
International Conference on Digitalization, Analytics, Crypto Currency and Block Chain
Technology for Future Business Transformation.”
The main idea of this conference is to bring forward the new concepts on Digitalization,
Analytics, Crypto Currency and Block Chain Theory. Digitalization is the process by which
any information can be converted into digital format. Today we are fighting Global Pollution;
this is due to the large amount of deforestation around the world. Few days back Delhi was
chocked with pollution and the government had to close down schools for the safety of the
children. If this is the situation in 2017 then what will happen in 2050.It is high time we do
away with paper and use electronic media for office work, data entry, currency , flight tickets
,train tickets, magazines, books, the list is endless. If we can do away with paper use we will
save 2 million trees from getting killed each year. Digital India does not only mean digital
money transaction but it means using minimal paper and maximum digital medium. It is
easily said but hard to do. We need to educate people on the benefits of digitalization and the
demons of pollution. We need to make sure our country is not only strong in Urban
Digitalization rather similar to more focus has to be given to rural India as the population is
more there and less literacy. In our Conference we will look into the challenges faced by us in
implementing digitalization and the solutions to tackle such problems.
Analytics is the tool that we have to use for Digitalizing India. India is the second while we
talk of population and at the pace we are going in no time we will lead the world in
population. So we need to collect a lot of primary data and use the analytical tools to analyze
the difficulties faced in Digitalizing India. Once we identify the gap then bridging it will be
easy. Or else we will have to find a penny from an ocean which is impossible. In our
Conference we will look into the possible use of several Analytical softwares that will guide
us to total digitalization.
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Crypto Currency or digital money is a concept where cryptography is used. The concept is
still controversial as many countries still do not recognize such currency. The leading Crypto
Currency is Bitcoin. India as such do not recognize Bitcoin but in the other hand RBI is
trying to develop its own Bitcoin. In Our conference we will try look into the pros and cons
of crypto currency and if ever it can be implemented in our system.
Block chain technology is the process of recording information’s in blocks and adding it up
to link it through cryptography. Bitcoin used this technology in 2008.Cryptography enables
us to secure the data from third party but with new technology new challenges also will come
and we must be ready to fight it. In our conference we will look into the effective use of this
technology its challenges and advantages.
I hope this International Conference gives our faculties and students new ideas and new
directions so that they can help build a nation which stands ahead in Technology &
Innovation.

Dr. (h.c.). Lakshman Seth
Chairman,
ICARE
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FROM THE DESK OF THE SENIOR EDITOR
Dr.S.N.Bandyopadhyay
Most of the recent innovations is science is based on interdisciplinary research. It is found the
most of the research is conducted across the globe to be digital interaction. In several cases
the researchers do not even meet one other in person throughout the research rather several
digital mode like Skype, WhatsApp, and others are used. Research on Astrophysics also has
picked up pace in such cross country research through digital mode after several decades of
lackluster performance. Today astrophysics has become data intensive science and needs
several analytical tools to store the vast complex data, interpret it and help in cross
dimensional research.
Google artificial intelligence has recently helped analyze the data sent by Kepler space
telescope. With the help from the tech giant, NASA hopes that it can find the planets which
can support life. So here we see how analytics is helping astrophysicists to determine earth
like planets in other solar systems. It is found in several major astronomical researches,
software engineers are playing as important part as scientists.
In recent discovery scientists have witnesses a black hole formation only 690 million years
after the Big Bang but to their horror the black hole grew larger than theory suggests. So the
theory of black hole is challenged by the recent finding. Till date there are several mysteries
that puzzle us and there are several questions that are unanswered. Through proper use of
analytical tools and cross dimensional research we may be able to answer such questions.
Till date we do not know why black hole does not follow the basic laws of physics, what
really happened during Big Bang, why quantum physics cannot explain the theory of
gravitation till date, do aliens really exist or is it our imagination only, etc. So unending
research is needed more sophisticated analytical tools are needed to solve these mysteries.
Not only in science we need analytical tool in business also, with the invention of crypto
currency the need for analytical tools to protect the transactions has become more relevant.
Lot of new technology is bombarding today’s business world and we must be ready to accept
those challenges and succeed. Though crypto currency is not accepted worldwide till date but
the curiosity is growing which means in no time it will challenge the age old economical
scenario of the universe. Since crypto currency is decentralized and will question the age old
conventions of economics so several researchers are not convinced till date. So much more
research on crypto currency needs to be done so that we may be sure that such currency will
not disturb the fundamental of economics throughout the world.
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Our International Journal will cater to the need of the hour in digitalization, analytics, crypto
currency and block chain theory. I hope the articles will enlighten our readers with cutting
edge and innovative ideas that will set a new dimension of understanding in digitalization,
analytics, crypto currency and block chain theory. Since the concepts are relevantly new, I
hope our journal will help new age researchers understand the concepts better, identify the
gaps present and bring in more innovative solutions.
I congratulate all authors for their articles and hope our readers will enjoy them.
Dr.S.N.Bandyopadhyay
Senior Editor
Director,Haldia Institute of Management
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From the Desk of Organising Secretary
Shri.Asish Lahiri
Secretary, ICARE
In recent times the whole world is emphasizing on digitalization of its resources to cut down
on the paper work which is eco friendly and easy to store. Not only ecology is conserved but
also we need much less place to store huge data. The concept of digitalization has also picked
up its pace in India. The government of India has been advocating more use of digital media
than age old paper work.
Though any change is pain taking and has lot of tethering issues and Digitalization is no
different. The problems of hacking data have become a part and parcel of the day. Here
Analytics comes into play. We need more and more sophisticated analytical tools that will
help us to prevent data theft. Analytical software also help us in data interpretation and
optimal use of data for maximum benefit. Several software giants are giving utmost emphasis
of developing cutting edge analytical tools.
Crypto currency is a form of virtual currency- meaning, if you have crypto currency you do
not physically purchase goods by handing notes or tokens to the seller. Crypto currency is
used for electronic purchases and transfers. You can use crypto currency to pay friends,
merchants, etc. Every single purchase is immediately logged digitally on a transaction log
that tracks the time of purchase and who owns how much crypto currency. Think of this
transaction log as an audit trail, it contains every single piece of information of every
transaction. This digital transaction log is called 'blockchain'.
The blockchain records every single transaction of present and past The ownership of every
single crypto currency in circulation. The people who are constantly verifying the blockchain,
ensures that all the information is correct and updated it each time a transaction is made, are
called 'miners'. One way to think of miners is they are those who confirm transactions. Their
job is to ensure that the transaction is secure and processed properly and safely. In return for
their services, miners are paid fees by the vendors/merchants of each transaction and are also
given physical, minted crypto currency. Crypto currency isn't an institution, organisation, or
any sort of centralized entity. In fact, the beauty of Crypto currency is that there is no central
authority. It is literally a network of users known as peers who simply decide to buy and sell
goods and services through a mode of virtual currency. It will be difficult for governments to
'shut down' Crypto currency. In fact, there are talks that virtual currencies are the wave of the
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future to do their inherent associations of being decentralized, transparent, and secure and
hassle free.
In our seminar we will try to look into all the new relevant ideas on analytics, cryto currency,
etc. I am sure this seminar will enlighten us to be more digitally oriented and take our nation
forward.
Shri.Asish Lahiri
Secretary,
ICARE
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Message from the Director of Haldia Institute of Technology

It is our great pleasure that we are organizing an international conference on
Digitization, Analytics and Crypto Currency & Block Chain Technology for Future Business
Transformation in association with KEISIE International University, South Korea on 20th
December, 2017.
Digitization is the process of converting information into a computer readable digital
format, where the information is arranged in bits. Digitization is of crucial importance to data
processing, storage and transmission since it permits information of all kinds in all formats to
be carried with the same efficiency and also intermingled. Digital data can be propagated
indefinitely with absolutely degradation. Hence this helps in preserving information for much
organization around the world.
d. The broad use of internet and the increasing popularity of lean
philosophy have also increased the use and meaning of digitizing to describe improvements
in the efficiency of organizational processes. Digitization can help to eliminate time waste by
introducing
roducing wider access to data or by implementation of enterprise resource planning
systems.
Analytics is multidisciplinary. There is extensive use of mathematics and statistics.
The analytics is not so much concerned with individual analyses or analysis steps,
s
but with
the entire methodology. There is an excellent tendency to use the term analytics in business
settings for example text analytics vs the more generic text mining to emphasize broader
prospective. There is an increasing use of the term advanced
advanced analytics specifically utilized to
describe the technical aspects of analytics, and in the emerging fields such as the use of
learning techniques like neural networks to do predictive modeling. Application of analytics
are marketing optimization, people analytics, portfolio analytics risk analytics, digital
analytics, security analytics and software analytics. In the industry of commercial analytics
software, an emphasis has emerged on solving the challenges of analyzing massive, complex
data sets, even when
hen such data is a constant state of change.
A crypto currency is a digital set designed to work as a medium of exchange using
cryptography to secure the transaction, to control the creation of additional units, and to
verify the transfer of assets. Crypto currencies are classified as a subset of digital currencies
and are also classified as a subset of alternative currencies and virtual currencies. Bitcoin,
created in 2009, was the first decentralized crypto currency. Still 2017, over a thousand
crypto currency
rency specifications exist. Most crypto currencies are designed to gradually
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decrease production of currency, placing an ultimate cap on the total amount of currency that
will ever be in circulation, mimicking precious metals.
A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records, termed blocks, that are linked
and secured utilizing cryptography. Block chain are secured by design and are an example of
a distributed computing system with high Byzantine fault tolerance. The blockchain is
potentially suitable for the recording of events, medical records, and other records
management activities, such as identity management, transaction processing, documenting
provenance or food traceability. Blockchain 2.0 technologies go beyond transactions and
enable “exchange of value without powerful intermediaries acting as arbiters of money and
information.”
We are extremely happy to announce that we are taking great challenge to make the
international conference successful inviting different researchers, academicians, corporate
leaders, delegates of different disciplines from various parts of the globe to discuss on such
emerging area where we will handle digitization, analytics, crypto currency and block chain
technology together for future business transformation. We are also grateful to KEISIE
International University, South Korea being associate with us in our challenging effort.
Prof. (Dr.) M.N. Bandyopadhyay
Director, HIT.
Ex-Director, NIT, Kurukshetra &
Ex-Director, NIT, Calicut.
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FUTURE OF DIGITAL MARKETING IN INDIA

Dr Hari Krishna Maram
Digital Brand Ambassador
Imperial Group – Vision Digital India
info@visiondigitalindia.com

Welcome to the world of Digital. Digital Marketing is going to be a next revolution. Martin
Cooper discovered mobile phone in 1973 and today it reached to 600 crore people across the
world, the fastest growing product of the world in this century.
India is one of the worlds fastest growing Mobile as well as Internet Market. Today we have
1 billion mobile phones in India and 500 million internet users. India is top ten in global
GDP and top 2 in population and India replaced USA on number of Facebook users in the
world. The India’s economy strength lies in a limited dependence on exports, high saving
rates, favorable demographics and raising middle class. India recently overtook China as the
fastest growing large economy. Today 90% of big brands spend 25% of their marketing
budget for digital marketing and this is going to grow still further. Traditional Media is in
heavy decline and Digital Media is on the rise.
Digital Advertising in our country is expected to cross Rs.300 billion mark by 2020 growing
at 33.5%.
So what’s in it for US?
If you are a Student, Working Professional, Entrepreneur there is a great future in Digital
Marketing field.
According to Cisco’s Visual Networking Index (VNI) report, by 2021, 840 million Indians
(60 percent of the population) are expected to take an incredible leap towards internet
accessibility. With the transformation from lower generation network connectivity (2G) to
higher generation network connectivity (3G,3.5G and 4G or LTE), there is scope for the
broad adoption of video, high bandwidth data, and advanced multimedia applications
contributing to increased mobile and Wi-Fi traffic.
India’s internet revolution is a perfect launch pad for online brands. While digital marketing
looks promising, brands get overwhelmed with responsibilities like SEO, content ideation,
social media strategy, email marketing, website design, and more.
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With India going digital, here are some statistics to brighten a digital marketers’ career in
coming years:
•

•
•
•

With a mighty 261 million monthly users in October, 2017, India claimed the first
s[pot among the leading countries ranked according to the Facebook Users leaving
behind USA and Brazil.
In 2021, Indian internet traffic will be 291 times the entire India internet in 2005.
From 2016 to 2021, internet traffic will grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) 0f 32 percent.
2.0 billion networked devices will be available in 2021. In 2015 and 2016, the
number was 1.4 billion and 1.3 billion respectively.

Therefore the career opportunities in digital marketing look bright and promising.

Reach me @
www.facebook.com/DrHarikrishnamaram
twitter.com/Drharimaram
in.linkedin.com/in/Dr.HarikrishnaMaram
drharikrishnamaram@gmail.com
www.drharikrishnamaram.com
www.visiondigitalindia.com
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Digital Psychology: A new dimension in shaping the Online
Shopping Behavior of Consumers
Adrinil Santra
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Technology-West Bengal University of Technology.
Dr. Debarun Chakrabarty
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Technology-West Bengal University of Technology.
Soumyakanti Dhara
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Technology-West Bengal University of Technology.
Debasis Das
Administrative Officer, Haldia Institute of Technology-West Bengal University of
Technology.
Abstract:
Digital transformation or Digitalization are the words which hovers around in the vast field of
Indian economy today. India is whizzing towards a digital economy at a steady pace.
Digitalization has made prodigal changes not only in the field of e-commerce and economic
exchanges, but has made significant changes in the lifestyles of average Indians. The effect of
digitalizing Indian economy has not been an easy affair though because of the impediments
caused by the rigid cultural norms and behaviors of Indians as well as the power game in the
Indian Political scenario. The sincere efforts taken by the Indian Government has definitely
caused a tumultuous effect in the recruitment scenario across industries as well as job security
among employees. But on the positive side it has paved out a new dimensions in the field of
digital communications which has inarguably blessed the marketers to blend the knowledge
of consumer psychology, behavioral sciences and digital marketing. This amalgamation of
cross fields of endeavors has germinated a new term in the field of Psychology which is
termed as "Digital Psychology". The empirical studies on how online environment influences
the attitudes and behaviors of shoppers and consumers can help the digital marketing
agencies to ameliorate and plan better digital strategies for their clients. These cues can also
be drawn on to design a better ad-copy and to create more interacting websites for them. In
the process a slow but steady voluntary change can be experienced in the shopping behavior
of the consumers where the drifting is from a traditional "on store shoppers" towards "smart
and digital shoppers". This exploratory research have made an attempt to delve into the
factors at the level of mind with the sensory data processing capabilities of the brain and the
central nervous system which can help the digital marketers to implement into their
advertising copy or film which will help in the digital exodus of traditional Indian consumers.
Keywords: Digital Psychology, Sensory Data Processing, E-Commerce.
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An Efficient Method for Effort Estimation
Mrs. Shyamali Guria
Assistant Professor, C.S.E Department, Haldia Institute of Technology.
Abstract
In recent years, software is most useful and expensive component of computer based projects.
Effort estimation of software is very challenging task. Software effort estimation is the
process of predicting the effort required to develop software. The main idea is to increase the
efficiency of software cost estimation with the help of the data mining techniques. The
primary input for the software cost estimation is coding size and set of cost drivers. And the
output is Effort. The Cost is very important for a project and it has a function of many
parameters. In most models, size is a primary cost factor that can be measured using lines of
code (LOC) or thousands of delivered lines of code (KDLOC) or function points. Effort
estimation is being performed by cost estimation. Cost estimation is a process or an
approximation of the probable cost of a product, program, or a project, computed on the basis
of available information. Accurate cost estimation is very important for every kind of project.
If we do not estimate the cost of projects in a proper way, resultant cost of the project will be
very high. Sometimes it can reach to 150-200% which is more than the original cost. So, it is
very necessary to estimate the effort correctly. ID3 has used for construction of decision
tree. A software estimation model COCOMO II has been applied to estimate effort in terms
of cost.
Keywords: Effort Estimation, software, data mining, cost estimation.
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Changing Modes of Entertainment to Children Through the Last
30 Years and Their Effect on Them
Arnab Halder
Asst. Professor, Haldia Institute of Management.
Dr. B. Abdul Rafeeq
Director Public Relations – ICARE, Haldia.
Abstract
This is an article where the main focus is to describe the modes of entertainment for the
children and the gradual change in them through last 30 years. Since 1985, the different mode
of entertainment for the children especially for the age group of 4 to 14 years has faced a
drastic change. The change has been described based on two means. The article shows
analytical results with the help of primary and secondary data about how this change has
contributed to the social, cultural, psychological and pathological aspects of the human being.
Peoples who have spent their childhood in the decade of 90’s and in the early years of the 21st
century, had some entertainment way outs in the form of outdoor games and some indoor
games. The gradual digitalization of the entertainment means started capturing them in the
drawing rooms from the late years of the last decade of 20th century. Here is a complete
picture of change of lifestyle, mentality and vision of the people who spent their childhood in
different part of these 30 years. As in the article these years have been divided into 6 spans of
5 years and have been studied as per the different mode of entertainment with which the
children are used to. This has shown a significant relationship in the change of lifestyle,
mentality and vision of the people. This will lead us to drag out a significant cause effect
relationship to the gradually increasing complexity of the life also.
Keywords: Modes of Entertainment, Socio-cultural, Psychological.
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Smart(?) Citizens: The Perils of E- Governance in the wake of
India’s Corporate Nationalism
Bipranarayan Bhattacharyya
Assistant Professor in English, Haldia Institute of Management, Haldia.
Abstract
A primary aspect of contemporary digital culture is the concept of ‘E- Governance’, which
increasingly plays an integral role in the recent emergence of Corporate Nationalism in India.
This paper tries to discuss the problems related with the idea of ‘E- Governance’ as practised
in India, which basically works upon two fundamental concepts- identification and
participatory surveillance, fulfilling the advanced capitalist state’s aim to concentrate
individual enterprises into predictable and productive corporations. Such interest-driven use
of the digital media has played a negative role in the creation of what Victor Pickard terms
the ‘Misinformation Society’, and even apparently neutral digital platforms like Facebook are
not free from its perils. Lastly, the paper points towards an alternative in the recent
phenomenon of online biosocial platforms such as CureTogether and PatientsLikeMe.
Keywords: E-Governance, digital, corporate nationalism.
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Impact of Digitization on Indian Retail Industry: A Study
Biplab Patra
Final Year MBA Student, School of Management & Social Science, Haldia Institute of
Technology.
Wendrila Biswas
Assistant Professor, School of Management & Social Science, Haldia Institute of
Technology.
Dr. Arunangshu Giri
Associate Professor, School of Management & Social Science, Haldia Institute of
Technology.
Dr. Indranil Bandyopadhyay
Professor, School of Management & Social Science, Haldia Institute of Technology.
Abstract

Digital Document services with the help of Information Technology have transformed the
way of conducting business in the retail industry. It is difficult for retail industry to handle
large amount of daily basis data (customer transactions, purchase orders, supplier invoices,
staff records, business correspondence, GST receipts, etc.) in paper format which includes
cost related to document loss, storage, etc. It can be solved by the help of digitization through
less time consuming data handling and transparent process. Tendency of general Indians
dealing in cash has been observed in luxury shopping malls as well as street retail outlets. But
smooth running retail activities require plastic money (credit/ debit cards and e-Wallets) and
technologies like Tablet Technology, Touch screens in in-store kiosks, Augmented Reality,
Smart Phone coded tags in the long-term. On the other hand domestic consumption pattern is
not varying because of favorable demographic structure and FDI-friendly policies. Indian
retail industry which generates huge amount of cash transactions might be affected in the
short-term, especially in the case of small and the unorganized retailing sector where high
incidence of black money acceptance is observed. But organized retailers and malls are not
affected in digitization mode. The major objective of the study is to understand the factors
that influence customer’s preferences of the retail store and various in-store digitization
practices being adopted across India. The purpose of this paper is to study the impact of
digitalization on Indian retail industry by analyzing the present retail structure in the
perspective of retailer-consumer interface. This study uses the secondary data from journals,
books etc. and primary data from in-depth interview from retailers. Retailers as sample
elements are selected through convenience sampling method. Findings of this study
emphasize the factors like convenience; modernization and virtual reality that have
significant influences on the store preference of the customers for large organized retailers
and factors like unawareness and ignorance influences the unorganized street retail outlet.

Key-Word: Digitization, Indian Retail Industry, convenience, modernization, virtual reality
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Transformation of Indian Agriculture through Digitization: A
Study
Dr. Anjan Mishra
Registrar, Haldia Institute of Technology.
India’s 58% of population directly depend on agriculture as their livelihood. On the other
hand, demand of food is increasing day by day because of fast growing population. But the
issues and challenges are faced by this sector are traditional inefficient practices, lack of crop
rotation, less productive lands, water scarcity, exploitation of the middlemen for receiving
fair price for their crops. In this situation, Digitization can transform Indian agricultural
sector and resolve such type of problems. Digitization creates digital infrastructure
(Automation, smart sensors, agricultural robots and decision support systems) and promotes
digital literacy which empowers rural communities in a great extent. It provides universal
phone connectivity with broadband facilities. Apps, SMS and automated voice calls facilities
help the farmers to know the latest information regarding basic knowledge of the crop
production, fertilizer application, sowing time, risk of pest attack prediction, weather
conditions and crop stage, etc. It helps the farmers by delivering timely, targeted information
and services to create profitable and sustainable farming process. Digital technologies
including Artificial Intelligence (AI), Satellite Imagery, Cloud Machine Learning and
advanced analytics help farmers to increase their income through price control and greater
crop yield. The purpose of this paper is to study the impact of digitalization on the Indian
agricultural sector in the present scenario and future output of digitization in improving the
skill development and income level of Indian farmers.

Key-Words: Indian Agriculture, Digitization, Rural communities, Digital technologies,
Digital infrastructure.
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Unplug for Digital Detoxification
Padmalini Singh
Assistant Professor, Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bangalore.
Dr. Hari Krishna Maram
Digital Brand Ambassador, Vision Digital India.
Abstract
Technological revolution have invaded our life and so deeply penetrated our mind that we
can’t imagine our life without it even for a second. Ever stopped to wonder that how our
obsession with technology has leaded to the birth of infinite gadgets few of which existed for
a while whereas few embrace our lifestyle. Not only these gadgets have changed the way we
lead our life today but have also altered the way we develop and maintain relationships in the
society. This has lead to ‘Digital Disorder’ where people can’t imagine their lives without the
technological gadgets they use. Nobody questions the importance of ‘24*7 connectivity’
provided by digital world to increase productivity and growth. But the need to be connected
virtually over digital world disconnects us in the real world. This phenomenon has lead to a
new concept of ‘Digital Detox’ According to (Booth, 2014) “A digital detox is switching off
all mobiles, smartphones, tablets, laptops, and computers for a certain length of time”. This
enables you to spend screen-free time doing whatever you enjoy. A digital detox is also a
chance to recharge and rest. Atleast, digital detox should last 24 hours to show the impact. It
can be 72 hours or more if you want to build up to that”. Digital Detox doesn’t calls for a
permanent withdrawal from the digital world rather taking a conscious & planned time-out to
understand the purpose of being connected 24*7 virtually. It is a time that helps people to
recall the importance of disconnecting to reconnect in the real world. In this article, an
attempt has been made to understand the rise of digital disorders, what are the symptom that
leads to digital disorder, its consequences on health & relationships. And then ways of digital
detoxing has been discussed to help the marketer’s use it as an opportunity to develop their
market.
Keywords: digital, detoxification, infinite, market.
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Outage Analysis of SU with Reactive Decode and forward Relay
Scheme under imperfect CSI
Chanchal Kr. De
Department of ECE, Haldia Institute of Technology, Haldia.
Binod Prasad
Department of ETC, Vidya Pratishthan's Kamalnayan Bajaj Institute of Engineering &
Technology, Pune, India.
Abstract
In the recent year underlay spectrum sharing got much attention to alleviate the spectrum
scarcity and underutilization problem. In underlay mode the secondary user (SU) user
estimates its power based on CSI of the link from SU transmitter (SU-Tx) to PU receiver
(PU-Rx). The CSI available at SU-Tx may be imperfect in practice which may cause
excessive interference at PU receiver. In this paper we analyze the performance of SU in a
cognitive relay network with imperfect CSI for a given outage constraint of PU. The transmit
power of SU and SU relay are controlled in order to protect the PU from excessive
interference due to transmission from respective transmitters. We evaluate the outage
performance of SU with reactive decode-and-forward relay scheme for a given outage
constraint of PU. The impact of PU interference on SU outage probability is indicated. We
also highlight the impact of imperfect CSI, interference threshold, tolerable outage constraint
of PU and the number of relay on the outage performance of SU.
Keywords: Cognitive relay network, reactive decode and forward relay, imperfect CSI.
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Use of Analytics in Cross Dimensional Research and its
Implications
DR.S.N.Bandopadhyay
Director, Haldia Institute of Management.
Dr.S.K.Maity
Inspector of Colleges, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology.
Abstract
Most of the recent innovations is science is based on interdisciplinary research. It is found the
most of the research is conducted across the globe to be digital interaction. In several cases
the researchers do not even meet one other in person throughout the research rather several
digital mode like Skype, WhatsApp and others are used. Research on Astrophysics also has
picked up pace in such cross country research through digital mode after several decades of
lackluster performance. Today astrophysics has become data intensive science and needs
several analytical tools to store the vast complex data, interpret it and help in cross
dimensional research. Google artificial intelligence has recently helped analyze the data sent
by Kepler space telescope. With the help from the tech giant, NASA hopes that it can find the
planets which can support life. So here we see how analytics is helping astrophysicists to
determine earth like planets in other solar systems. It is found in several major astronomical
researches, software engineers are playing as important part as scientists. In recent discovery
scientists have witnesses a black hole formation only 690 million years after the Big Bang but
to their horror the black hole grew larger than theory suggests. So the theory of black hole is
challenged by the recent finding. Till date there are several mysteries that puzzle us and there
are several questions that are unanswered. Through proper use of analytical tools and cross
dimensional research we may be able to answer such questions. Till date we do not know
why black hole does not follow the basic laws of physics, what really happened during Big
Bang, why quantum physics cannot explain the theory of gravitation till date, do aliens really
exist or is it our imagination only, etc. So unending research is needed more sophisticated
analytical tools are needed to solve these mysteries. In this paper we will try to find out the
use of analytics in cross dimensional research and its positive as well as negative
implications.
Keywords: Analytics, Cross-dimensional, Research, Black Hole.
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Abstract
The inception of Block Chain Technology was done by Stuart Haber and W. Scotta Stornetta
in the year 1991 by developing a cryptographically secured chain of blocks. Block Chain
Technology is an innovative phenomenon which lets all the nodal members in a network
access the entire information through the use of a public ledger. The public ledger will be
constantly updated with the future transactions as and when they take place. The main issue
which the Block Chain Technology highlights is money transfer. Nowadays, online
transactions of money transfer are carried out through third party intermediaries. For
example, if the money has to be transferred from Ireland to Japan, it will only happen through
third party intermediaries. Additionally, the transaction is going to take some time and the
third party agency will be charging some fees. The entire transaction would be taking place
on an encrypted network which is not accessible to the buyer and the seller, resulting in a lack
of transparency between the two parties. This major obstacle can be addressed to its very core
by Block Chain Technology. Block Chain Technology stores all the information in small
blocks and distributes it thoroughly to the nodal members through the public ledger. In this
manner, the entire information will be available in a wider fashion to all the members of the
network which will enable them to move forward with the transaction by creating a virtual
sense of certainty psychologically. The main objective of Block Chain Technology is to
create a decentralised virtual currency which will be accepted by all the individuals around
the world. One of the most common examples of Block Chain Technology is the Bitcoin.
However, Block Chain Technology can be linked to the economical scenario as it deals with
generating value by validating the transactions with the use of a key. This technology is very
much helpful in lowering the uncertainty conditions which often affects the global economic
scenario. This can further help in solving identity management, asset management and the
concept of reneging of transactions taking place. This paper aims to explore the very crux of
the concept of Block Chain Technology in the economic aspect of the world by analysing the
pros and cons simultaneously as it is a new and emerging concept that is being followed by
millions across the world. It is at its infancy stage at this moment, however, the possibilities
which can emerge from this is humongous and very crucial. It can be the next future of
virtual reality which is growing stronger every second. Though it has it very own pros and
cons, there is hardly any doubt that this could be the next big thing after internet in a few
decades.
Keywords: Block Chain Technology, Money transfer, Identity Management, Asset
Management, Reneging.
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Crypto Currency: A Overview
Sourabh Bhattacharya
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Technology.

Abstract
Crypto currency is a form of currency that has a secured design and remains anonymous in
most cases. It’s a currency created with the help of cryptography, a technology that helps in
converting legible information into a nearly impossible to crack code, in order to track
purchases and transfers. Cryptography’s birth can be traced back to Second World War when
it was invented for secure transmission of information. With the help of mathematics and
computer science it has evolved greatly during internet boom encompassing information,
communication, and online money. The first crypto currency to have been created is the
bitcoin in 2009. Its still the best and most used crypto currency. Since 2009 there has been a
surge in crypto currency and right now 1000 crypto currencies are operating in the digital
economy. Bitcoin has the highest valuation of more than $10,000 as of November 2017,
attaining newer heights thanks to soaring interests.
Keywords: Crypto currency, internet, security, fraud, hacking, trust.
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Reduction of Pollution through Cross Dimensional Digitalization
DR.S.N.Bandyopadhyay
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ABSTRACT
Digitalization is the process by which any information can be converted into digital format.
Today we are fighting Global Pollution; this is due to the large amount of deforestation
around the world. Few days back Delhi was chocked with pollution and the government had
to close down schools for the safety of the children. If this is the situation in 2017 then what
will happen in 2050.It is high time we do away with paper and use electronic media for office
work, data entry, currency , flight tickets ,train tickets, magazines, books, the list is endless. If
we can do away with paper use we will save 2 million trees from getting killed each year.
Digital India does not only mean digital money transaction but it means using minimal paper
and maximum digital medium. It is easily said but hard to do. We need to educate people on
the benefits of digitalization and the demons of pollution. We need to make sure our country
is not only strong in Urban Digitalization rather similar to more focus has to be given to rural
India as the population is more there and less literacy. In this paper we will look into the
challenges faced by us in implementing digitalization and the solutions to tackle such
problems.
Keywords: Digitisation, Pollution, Cross Dimensional, Organisation.
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Digitization and its Discontents: The Future of Tourism in the
Information Age
Satarupa Sinha Roy
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Abstract
The information revolution has changed the face of the global economy and the ways
organizations operate. The rapid proliferation of technology has resulted in a tectonic shift in
businesses and industry structures. This paper examines the transformational impact of
digitization on global tourism and tourist experience. While the digitization of business
processes has resulted in improved performance, it has also made way for what might be
described as a contemporary disenchantment with information systems. This paper proceeds
to argue that digitization – despite its many obvious virtues – points towards more subtle and
serious socio-cultural mutations in the context of global tourism. In doing so, this paper seeks
to examine tourism not merely as a commercial activity enmeshed in complex network
systems but as an evaluative framework for the progress of the human community.
Keywords: digitization, tourism, information age, business.
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Comprehensive Study of Perception about Digital India
Movement in Rural West Bengal- A Case Study in the District of
Purba Medinipur, West Bengal
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ABSTRACT
The Digital India was kick started by Government of India in 2015 with an objective to
empower the country people with digital tools to transform India in to digitally empowered
society and knowledge economy. After its priming approximately two years back there was a
need to gauge the effectively of the mission as well as to study the user perception
particularly in the rural areas of the country representing the major civilized chunk of the
nation. This paper has tried to portray the perception of the rural population of the District of
Purba Medinipur in the state of West Bengal. Where it was found that though the District is
well ahead of many of similar other Districts in GER and Per capita income, there is a huge
gap in the delivery and perception about Digital India drivers. It was also found that there is
serious gender bias regarding the knowledge level and use of Digital India utility platform. In
some parts of the District there is infrastructural gap causing digital divide and consequently
causing poor or wrong perception regarding this national movement. It is observed that some
of the demographic parameter is also correlated with the knowledge level and perception.

KEY WORDS: Digital India, Digital divide, Digital tool, Drivers.
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Relevance of Crypto Currency in Indian Economical Structure
DR.S.N.Bandyopadhyay
Director, Haldia Institute of Management.
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ABSTRACT
A crypto currency is a digital set designed to work as a medium of exchange using
cryptography to secure the transaction, to control the creation of additional units, and to
verify the transfer of assets. Crypto currencies are classified as a subset of digital currencies
and are also classified as a subset of alternative currencies and virtual currencies. Bitcoin,
created in 2009, was the first decentralized crypto currency. Still 2017, over a thousand
crypto currency specifications exist. Most crypto currencies are designed to gradually
decrease production of currency, placing an ultimate cap on the total amount of currency that
will ever be in circulation, mimicking precious metals. A blockchain is a continuously
growing list of records, termed blocks, that are linked and secured utilizing cryptography.
Block chain are secured by design and are an example of a distributed computing system with
high Byzantine fault tolerance. The blockchain is potentially suitable for the recording of
events, medical records, and other records management activities, such as identity
management, transaction processing, documenting provenance or food traceability.
Blockchain 2.0 technologies go beyond transactions and enable exchange of value without
powerful intermediaries acting as arbiters of money and information. Though government of
India has gave an warning in the trading of Bitcoin but on the other hand RBI has announced
that they are looking into the concept of developing its own crypto currency. In this paper we
will look into the pros and cons of crypto currency in Indian economical structure.
Keywords: Crypto Currency, network, exchange, bitcoin.
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Abstract
Currency of any nation is one of the factors which indicate the health of the economy
sustained by the nation at a given time. Crypto currency is an emerging phenomenon which
is becoming popular worldwide. It is digital or virtual currency which is used for financial
trade between buyers and sellers. It enables users to conduct virtual payment through virtual
account for goods and services without the interference from any central trusted authority.
Bitcoin is a very good example of crypto currency which was invented in 2008 by Satoshi
Nakamoto, an anonymous person or Group. Indian Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the only
authority whose function is to manage and control the currency and its flow. In context of
bitcoin, nobody can issue it because it has to be mined through solving some mathematical
problems and codes. It is a decentralized network whose transaction occurs directly from
buyer to seller without any intermediaries. As new technology introduce day by day it
possess new threats to the security and safety. This virtual currency can be used in illicit
manner also which cannot be controlled because there is no central bank as such for
monitoring the illegal activities. In this paper various aspects of digital currency has been
shown and efforts have been taken to emphasize on the usage and impact of crypto currency
and trying to analyze whether it can be implemented or legalized in the near future in India.
Keywords: Crypto Currency, Bitcoin, financial trade.
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A practical-use oriented design of Real-Time Low-Cost Robotic
Arm controlled by Human Gestures
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Abstract
From the motivation of the incredible robot origins of the 1950s to the far-fetched
imagination portrayed in several novels and movies, robots have emerged from their silver
screen role to create an impact in our day-to-day lives in a practical sense. The
word robot conjures images of human-like machines competent of intelligent interaction with
the real-world around them. Robots are developed to execute repetitive tasks which are too
tedious and challenging for man to perform accurately with great efficiency within a specific
time-frame. Also, robots have established their place as loyal servants in the daily lives of
human beings, with robotic technology playing a crucial role in the engineering industry
keeping humans safe from harm in the process. These robotic arms are developed with
several degrees-of-freedom, giving them the flexibility to move in various directions through
multiple angles with extreme ease and agility. In this contribution, a concept of a
spontaneous control of robotic Arm via gesture control is given. For the perception of
gestures the different degrees of freedom of the human master’s hand are detected by the use
of a wearable sensor system, which are lightweight and flexible. This paper describes the
whole system consisting of an arm sleeve with attached flex sensors, an analysis circuit
board, the used software for communication and data processing as well as the real-time
controlling of the robot and the low-cost robotic Arm structure itself. The system consists of
mainly two segments: one is the human arm movement sensing and transmitting section by
the use of flex sensor and accelerometer sensor attached with the glove and other is servo
controlled Robotic Arm Structure. The Robotic Arm structure is similar to Human arm with
gripper, elbow movement, wrist pitch and 360 degree base movement. Thus the robotic arm
replicates the similar actions which are performed by the human arm in a three-dimensional
environment. The control technique is simpler than other different frameworks like joystick
control and the arm also has the capability to grab object. Through proper programming, a
difficult task can be repeatedly carried out with minimal or virtually without error beyond
human capabilities. Such lifelike robotic arm can be used in numerous real-time practical
applications, for example, in space exploration, in undersea research, in medical to carry out
critical operation, in defense to protect the life of soldiers, in hazardous nuclear radiation
environment, in security agencies as a key section in bomb squad and on assembly lines in
various industries. Experiments and pictures show promising results, which are also specified
in this paper. Furthermore, suggestions of different future applications based on our working
model are discussed.
Keywords - Robotic Arm, Gesture perception, Sensors, Microcontroller, Simulation, HumanRobot interaction, Real-time, Low-cost, Practical-use
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ABSTRACT
Secured storing and sharing of documents with different Government and other agencies for
different purpose is really a tough job. Indian Government initiated Digital Locker in July
2015 as a part of Digital India movement with a target to minimize the use of physical
documentation and popularizing e-document sharing. Digital Locker is supposed to give
every citizen the facility of storing and sharing important documents online and the operating
portal is also UID link. This paper focused on the in-depth study of structure, administration
and benefits of this utility and further tried to investigate the factors such as user friendliness,
social acceptance, risk involved and also usefulness for the common man. A convenience
sampling was used and it was found that user friendliness, variety of services have strong
positive influence where the rest of the factors have less impact over the user. It was also
found that the demographic profile is also fairly indicative over the important factors.

Key word: Digital, User friendliness, locker, risk.
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Abstract
A prototype autonomous UAV platform featuring computer vision based navigation for use
in GPS denied environments is presented. The UAV is based on a hexacopter platform which
has been equipped with a Raspberry Pi single-board computer and a downward facing
webcam. Position estimation is performed using template and feature point matching image
analysis techniques and object recognition has been implemented using invariant moment
descriptors. Position control has been achieved using cascaded PD control, generating
attitude setpoints sent to the hexacopter on-board computer over Ethernet. Image analysis,
control and decision making algorithms have been developed using modelbased design
techniques with automatic code generation in Python. A multirotor model has been obtained
with system identification methods and a camera model and emulator have been developed
and used to emulate a camera video feed for image analysis algorithms development and
verification. A 3D-visualization environment has been developed and used for assessment of
the simulated system performance and behavior. Model accuracy is considered high, image
analysis and control algorithm parameters tuned in simulation give similar ight behavior
during actual test flights. Insuﬃcient hexacopter altitude and yaw control performance
achieved by the hexacopter computer does, however, aﬀect position estimation in a negative
way and arguably making it perform unsatisfactory. The template matching position
estimation technique is functional but image feature point matching methods should be
considered in future development for improved position estimation robustness to hexacopter
yaw and altitude change.
Keywords: Autonomous, Multirotor, UAV, Quadcopter, Hexacopter, Image Analysis,
Position Estimation, Template Matchin
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Abstract
Today, we are taking the help of the electric current to perform digital computations.
An electric current flows only about ten percent of the speed of light. Now the question is
how to improve the speed to explore the unknowns. That is why, the continuous research is
going on. The development of the research is Quantum Computing, DNA Computing and
Optical computing. Let us review the outcome to the above research to conclude how
computation is progressing and also to see whether there is possibility of quantum computer,
DNA computer and optical computer.
Quantum computers are different from binary digital electronic computers which are
mainly based on transistors. The common digital computing needs that the data should be
encoded into binary digits which are called bits. As it is known that two definite states (0 and
1) exist in this system. But the quantum computations takes the use of quantum bits. These
can be in superpositions of states. At the present age, of course, the quantum turning machine
is a theoretical model of quantum computer. It is also termed universal quantum computer.
Paul Benioff and Yuri Manin have discussed this in 1980. Richard Feynman has discussed
further in 1982. David Deutsch also have given further idea in 1985. Of course, even in 2017,
the quantum computer is not in practice but work had been done where quantum
computational operations were executed on a very small number of quantum bits. A small 16qbit quantum computer is available for hobbyists to make experiment through the IBM
quantum experience project. With the help of this IBM computer a company termed D-wave
is on the process of development of their own version of the quantum computer. When the
large scale quantum computers will come into practice, it will solve some problems much
more quickly than any classical computers which use the best currently known algorithms for
example integer factorization utilizing shor’s algorithm or the simulation of quantum many
body systems. Now quantum algorithms such as Simon’s algorithm is available. It is running
faster than any possible probabilistic classical algorithm. The quantum computers will be able
to efficiently solve problems that are not possible on classical computers. A classical
computer consists of memory which is made up of bits. Each bit is expressed by either a one
or a zero. Whereas a quantum computer provides a sequence of qubits. A single qubit can
express a one or zero or any quantum superposition of those two qubit states. A pair of qubits
can be expressed in any quantum superposition of four states. Similarly, three qubits provide
8 states. The main problem is that quantum algorithms are often probabilistic, in that they can
give the correct solution only with a certain known probability. Even this fact may seem to
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express that q-bits can hold exponentially more information than their classical counterparts,
attention must be taken not to overlook the fact that the qubits are only in a probabilistic
superposition of all their states.
DNA computing is a class of computing that uses DNA, bio-chemistry and molecular
biology hardware, instead of the traditional silicon based computer technologies. This field is
started by Leonard Adleman of University of Southern California in 1994. Adleman had
shown a proof of the concept use of DNA as a form of computation which had solved the
seven point Hamiltonian path problem. With the concept of Adleman, various turning
machines had been proved to be constructed. In 1997 computer scientist Mitsunori Ogihara
and biologists Animesh Ray proposed the evaluation of Boolean circuits and explained the
implementation. In 2002, researchers of Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel opened a
programmable molecular computing machine made of enzymes and DNA molecules instead
of microchips. In 2004, Ehud Sapiro, Yaakov Benenson, Binyamin Gill, Uri-Ben-Dor and
Rivka Adar at the Weizmann institute expressed in the journal Nature that they had
manufactured a DNA computer coupled with an input and output module which would
theoretically be capable of diagnosing cancerous activity within a cell and releasing an anticancer drug upon diagnosis. In 2013, researchers developed a biological transistor. DNA is a
suitable medium for data processing. As per different calculations a DNA computer with one
liter of fluid having six grams of DNA could potentially have a memory capacity of 3072
exabytes. The theoretical maximum data transfer speed would also be large on account of the
massive parallelism of the calculations. Hence, 1000 peta FLOPS could be reached when, at
present, the most powerful computer has reached 99 peta FLOPS. But the main problem is
that it is much harder to analyze the answers given by a DNA-computer than by a digital one.
An optical computer is a device that utilizes the photons invisible light or infrared beams,
rather than electric current to make digital computations. Since the electric current flows at
only about ten percent of the speed of light, this limits the rate at which data can exchanged
over long distances. This is one of the factors which led to the discovery of optical fiber. It is
expected that with the help of optical device, computer can be discovered, which can do
operations ten or more times faster than a digital electronic computer. Visible light and Infra
red beams, unlike electric currents can pass through each other without interacting. It can be
shown that several laser beams pass through each other without interacting. In other words, it
can be shown that there is no interference among the beams even when they are confined
essentially to two dimensions. Whereas electric currents must be guided around each other,
and this urges to make three dimensional wiring. Hence, an optical computer will not only be
faster than the electronic digital computer, but it will be smaller. It is expected that day is
coming when optical computing is becoming common. Rather than we have to make
publicity of electronic digitization, we have to advertise for optical digital system. But, of
course it is at research state. One complete, although larger computer has been constructed
utilizing optical circuits. Three dimensional, full motion video can be transmitted along a
bunch of fibers by breaking the image. Of course some optical devices can be controlled by
electronic currents, even though the impulse carrying the data are visible light or Infra red. Optical
computing uses photons developed by lasers or diodes for computation. Advantage is that photons
have permitted higher bandwidth than the electrons in conventional computers. That is why, present
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research is giving attention for replacement current computer components with optical elements. The
outcome will be that the optical computer system will process binary data. The present research
proposal is to integrate optical components into traditional computers to develop an optical electronic
hybrid. But the problem is that the opto electronic devices loss 30% of their energy converting
electronic energy into photons and back. As a result, the conversion slows the transmission of
messages. The question arises among the researchers whether the optical computers will be able to
compete with semiconductor based electronic computers on speed, power consumption, cost and size.
Currently electronic transistors can provide electronic digital computer at low cost, low power and
good speed. Therefore, research is going on in following two directions.
a) Development of nonlinear optical device technology
b) Change in the nature of computation in optical computer
From the above analysis it is clear that optical technology will further contribute most significant
in roads in digital communications. The future goal is the photonic network which utilizes visible and
Infra red energy exclusively between each source and destination. Basic idea is to delay signal for
performing useful computations. There are two basic properties of light which are utilized in this
approach. The light can be split into multiple rays. This property is necessary since we can calculate
various solutions at the same time. DNA computer is also at research stage. A partnership between
IBM and Caltech had been established in 2009 aiming at “DNA-Chips” production. A Caltech group
is working on the manufacturing of nucleic-acid-based integrated circuits. One of these chips can
compute whole square roots. There are a number of quantum computing models. The four main
models are the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Quantum gate array
One way quantum computer
Adiabatic quantum computer
Topological quantum computer

The quantum turning machine is theoretically important but direct model is not yet pursued. So, it
can be finally concluded that Quantum Computer, DNA computer and Optical Computer are still in
research stage because it can not yet complete with the electronic digital computer in all aspects. But
there is not doubt, research is going on in the right direction and outcome is inevitable in near future
in the positive direction. With the help of optical computers, we are sure to explore many unknowns
of the universe.
Even the black hole concept will be more clear. Our research will not stop exploring our solar world,
but more ideas we can gather from other solar world which is still unknown to us. DNA computer
will open the door in near future to cure many serious diseases instantly by collecting the required
data. With the progress of computer technology, medical system will open a new era. The dream of
the scientists and technologists will come in proper practical shape. Ten times faster speed of
computer can make miracle.

Keywords: Quantum computer, DNA computer, optical computer, technology.
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A Note on Blockchain Technologies for Cloud Security
Nemani Satya Prakash
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Haldia Institute of Technology.
Dipak Kumar Jana
Department of Applied Science, Haldia Institute of Technology.

Abstract
A blockchain is a public decentralized ledger having a distributed database of several
records or public information of all transactions or digital events which have been executed
and shared among participating ledger. Each transaction in the public ledger is verified by
consensus of a majority of the participants in the system. If once information is entered into
the database then the information can never be erased. The blockchain contains certain and
verifiable record of each and every single transaction whenever the transaction is happened.
The main importance is that the blockchain builds a system of creating of distributed
consensus in the digital online world. This allows participating entities to know some digital
event happened by creating an irrefutable record in a public ledger. This paper gives the
innovative idea about blockchain technology and some specific applications in both financial
and nonfinancial point of view.

Keywords: Blockchain, Ledger, Consensus, cloud security.
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Zeno Paradox in Communication Engineering
Rajib Kumar Dubey
Department of Applied Sciences, Haldia Institute of Technology.
Pijus Kanti Khatua
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G.D.Boruah
Department of Physics, Dibrugarh University.
Abstract
Zeno paradoxes are set of problems devised by Zeno of Ela. Zeno was one of the most
brilliant disciple of Parmenides invented method of dialectic. Zeno was famous for his four
paradoxes of motion. The quantum zeno paradox is concerned the phenomenon of inhibition
of transition between quantum states by frequent measurements. The term Quantum Zeno
effect (QZE) was originally introduced by E.C.G.Sudarshan. The importance of the Quantum
Zeno Effect can no longer be denied. It is a vital tool in the field of quantum computing.
Quantum Zeno Effect is also a strong candidate in the fight against decoherence, which has
been the most crippling challenge of Mother Nature when it comes to storing a quantum state.
In this paper we discuss the uses of zeno paradox and quantum zeno effect in recent
developments of physics, like quantum interference, decoherence, short wave length laser, it
may open the door of technological advancement in communication engineering.
Key words: Zeno paradoxes, Quantum Zeno effect ,quantum interference and decoherence.
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The Impact of Digitization on EPFO (Employees Provident Fund
Organization) and LPG Subsidy
Sahelika Panda
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Management.

Digitization makes a constructive impact on Publicsector. As of now, the withdrawal or
transferof EPF and EPS amount is a wearisome process as it involved physical
application. Now EPFO app is very helpful. Employees can get the EPF & EPS amount by
following a few online steps without the help of previous employer. Firstly employees need
to activate its UAN number (Universal Account Number ) by linkedtheir Aadhaar, bank
account and PAN with the registered EPF number andthen the claim submitted by individual
would flow in soft form to the EPFO database where it will be processed and it will be
credited to the member’s bank account. Through the EPFO app a member can track his/her
PF account, download e-Passbook, and check KYC etc. Similarly, before gas subsidy used to
be given directly to the gas companies and the gas was sold at subsidized rate so black
marketing was rampant. However, with the advent of the Aadhaar card and the subsequent
digitization, the problem was resolved. Aadhaar card was linked to an individual’s bank
account and was made mandatory for LPG connection.LPG was sold at normal price and the
subsidized amount was reimbursed in the individual’s linked registered bank account. This
paper contends that due to digitization, the overall transparencyin suchGovernmental
transactions have significantly improved.
Keywords: Digitisation, EPFO, LPG, Subsidy.
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A study on Digital Marketing used in healthcare Industry in India
Jayeeta Majumder
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Management.
Dr. Sourav Gangopadhyay
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Management.
Digital marketing has changed the entire marketing concept. Digitalization is able to
perform those tasks in a lighting speed and in impeccable manner which are impossible by
any other process. Healthcare industry is one of the most vital industries which create
immense impact on the society nearly in every aspect. Health care marketing is the useful
tools to find out the health care need of the society. In this regard digital healthcare marketing
is going to be an important issue to be discussed specially in case of India, as India has huge
population i.e. nearly 1.3 billion. In this study we will try to find out the scenario of digital
marketing in Indian healthcare system. Also we will try to find out the opportunities and
difficulties associated with it.

Keywords: Digital Marketing, healthcare industry, digitization.
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Cord Blood Banking and Digital Marketing
Dr. Sourav Gangopadhyay
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Management.
Prof. Jayeeta Majumder
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Management.

Cord blood banking is an amazing discovery of science. It can prevent different
deadly diseases. Cord blood is containing rich amount of stem cells which is essential for
treatment. Though many stigmas are associated with the cord blood banking but still it is
undoubtedly a remarkable discovery. So it is become essential to educate the people about the
utility of the cord blood banking. Digital Marketing has changed the world entirely. By that
any organization can reach the entirely world within a second. Here in this paper we are
trying to find out how different companies who are promoting Cord blood banking, are using
the digital marketing.
Keywords: Cord blood, Digital marketing, Stem cells.
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Effectiveness and Challenges of Digital Marketing and Its Impact
on Business Growth
Suvamay Bhowmick
Associate Professor, SRM University, Sikkim

Abstract
The present scenario clearly states that our economic and social growth is impossible without
the development and growth of business enterprises. Technological advancements, global
competition and needs of consumers are continuously changing. Business enterprises should
recognize the complexities and fundamentals of markets to improve competitiveness.
Marketing plays a pivotal role in the success of any business organization. It has become vital
for marketers to understand how digital technology can be used to increase market access and
business development. The digital marketing has appeared as a cost effective medium and
proper adaption of these medium can bring significant business growth. Modern consumers
are tech-savvy, web-experienced, mobile competence and digitally cultured who typically
spend more time on electronic gadgets than reading books, newspapers and watching
traditional medias. These behavioral changes are fundamentally changing the appearance of
marketing. The convenience of internet connectivity has revolutionized how people are
connected with digital environment. Being flexible, fast, cost-effective, high connectivity and
enjoying an on excellent global reach, digital marketing has brought about high business
growth. However, this technology also involves with its challenges like security, privacy,
intangibility and lack of personal feel and touch etc. which should be taken account for. This
paper explores the trends of digital marketing and its implications in business growth. The
purpose of this study is to observe the effectiveness and challenges of digital marketing and
its impact on business enterprises’ performance.

Key Words: Digital Marketing, Technology, Business Enterprises, Business Growth.
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Introducing Internet of Things in Healthcare system – Issues and
Challenges
Arindam Giri
Haldia Institute of Technology
Subrata Dutta
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Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology
Sarmistha Neogy
Jadavpur University
Abstract
The advent of widespread connectivity via the Internet and an array of ubiquitous and
powerful mobile devices have changed the face of computing and communications. Increased
connectivity among smart devices including phones, medical equipment, sensors, laptops,
etc. is provided by Internet of Things (IoT). IoT-enabled modern medical information system
may fulfill the demand of stakeholders in healthcare industry. It must facilitate accessing
most relevant information as easily, flexibly and timely as possible. This access to medical
information is necessary both for medical practitioners and for patients. A patient at a remote
place may be in touch in doctors in such system. For example, a patient’s condition can be
assessed by a doctor by sending heart rate and sugar level collected by wireless body area
network (WBAN) attached with the patient. This paper illustrates current research challenges
and future of IoT-enabled healthcare system.
Keywords: Internet of things, smart devices, WBAN.
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Internet of Things: A Survey on Enabling Architecture and
Commercial Applications
Sumanta Kuila
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Abstract
Internet of things is the concept to implement connected physical objects that are reachable
through the internet. The surrounded technology in the objects helps them to interact with
internal states or the external background, which in turn affects the decisions taken. IoT can
join devices embedded in various systems to the internet. When objects can represent
themselves digitally, they can be controlled from anywhere. The connectivity then helps us
capture more data from more places, ensuring more ways of increasing efficiency. IoT
architecture is the combination of framework and platform and it supports its hardware and
software components. IoT is a transformational force that can help companies to improve
performance through IoT analytics and IoT Security to deliver better results. Businesses in
the utilities, manufacturing, oil & gas, insurance, infrastructure , transportation and retail
sectors can uses the benefits of IoT by making more informed decisions, aided by the torrent
of interactional and transactional data at their disposal. IoT platforms can help organizations
to reduce cost through improved process efficiency, asset utilization and productivity. With
improved tracking of devices using sensors and connectivity, they can benefit from real-time
insights and analytics, which would help them make smarter decisions. The convergence and
growth of data, processes and things on the internet would make such associations more
relevant and important, creating more opportunities for people, businesses and industries.

Key words : Internet of Things, RFID, Big Data , IoT framework, platform.
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Role of Digitization in Indian economy

Raheem Unissa
Associate Professor, Anwarul Uloom College of Business Management, Hyderabad, Telangana
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Associate Professor, Anwarul Uloom College of Business Management, Hyderabad, Telangana

Abstract
Indian economy is growing at a faster pace with major transformation in all aspects of
economy. This can be observed in the Indian businesses that has used the technological
advancement by adopting “digitization”. Digitization is the process of conversion of data into
digital format. In general it is the use of digital technology which improves the efficiency of
business process, consistency and quality worldwide. It has been observed that digitization
has benefited the Indian economy in many ways, currently in India the major level of
digitization is nearly up to 27 % and it is expected to reach up to 65%. The GDP growth rate
in 2017 has increased with a proven impact of digitization on economy by reducing
unemployment, improving quality of life and boosting access to knowledge. The purpose of
the study is to understand the role of digitization and its impact on Indian economy. The
paper highlights the opportunities for India in the digital economy along with the social and
ecological impact of digitization.
Keywords: Digitization, Indian Economy, Social and Ecological impact.
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A Survey on Blockchain Technology beyond Bitcoin
Soumen Paul
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Ramkrishna Ghosh
Assistant Professor, Haldia Institute of Technology, Haldia, West Bengal, India

Abstract:
A blockchain is essentially a distributed database of records or public ledger of all
transactions or digital events that have been executed and shared among participating parties.
Each transaction in the public ledger is verified by consensus of a majority of the participants
in the system. And, once entered, information can never be erased. The blockchain contains a
certain and verifiable record of every single transaction ever made. Bitcoin, the decentralized
peer to peer digital currency, is the most popular example that uses blockchain technology.
The digital currency bitcoin itself is highly controversial but the underlying blockchain
technology has worked flawlessly and found wide range of applications in both financial and
nonfinancial world. The main hypothesis is that the blockchain establishes a system of
creating a distributed consensus in the digital online world. This allows participating entities
to know for certain that a digital event happened by creating an irrefutable record in a public
ledger. It opens the door for developing a democratic open and scalable digital economy from
a centralized one. There are tremendous opportunities in this disruptive technology and
revolution in this space has just begun. This white paper describes blockchain technology and
some compelling specific applications in both financial and nonfinancial sector. We then look
at the challenges ahead and business opportunities in this fundamental technology that is all
set to revolutionize our digital world.
Keyword: Blockchain, Bitcoin, Public Ledger, Distributed Consensus
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Narrative Mode in Film Studies
Biman Mondal
Assistant Professor in English, Haldia Institute of Technology

Abstract
The narrative is perhaps the oldest and most widely used form of organizing information and
human experience, thus, it is not surprising that there is a significant body of research
concerning narrative and its importance to comprehension and understanding. For Aristotle, a
narrative is a whole, and agents take up a place in a larger rhythm of event-driven activity.
The reading of narrative has a time-consuming the past, but as a self-conscious body of
inquiry is mainly a creature of the 20th century. It was then that it came to be called
narratology , an ugly term but one that apparently we can’t easily do without. Storytelling is a
pervasive phenomenon. It looks as if that no culture or society is without its tradition,
folktales and sanctified legends. Narrative saturates everyday life too. Our tête-à-têtes, our
work, and our leisure are put into stories. Perhaps storytelling is part of human maturation
since it emerges quite early in human development. The contemporary film may come in
different ways to be renewing the now –narrative cinema of attraction. In big-budget
Hollywood production, strictly storytelling function becomes the autonomous pleasure. One
of the Thompson’s more recent books rightly acknowledges, “The immense demand for
narrative material by modern media systems” (Storytelling in Film and Television,
Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard University press, 2003. P.83) Stories are required to
feed expanding television and internet appetites. The aim of my paper is to show the narrative
in film studies with the knowledge of formalist technique. It shows the plot indifference
section in general.
Keywords: Film, Formalism, Plot, Story, Narration, Words, History
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Impact of Data Science in Finance
Lakshmi.S
CSE, Sri Ramakrishna Engineering College, TamilNadu

Abstract
Financial service companies are highly information –driven. The right information with
proper predictions will increase revenue and reduces the risks. The balance sheet is analysed
and information’s are classified to manage risks in the financial sector. The financial markets,
securities and investment strategies with programming leads to prediction of revenue growth.
Using data science we can simulate extreme events and their efforts on prices, conduct
portfolio analysis and visualize the covariance in a portfolio of the financial services. The
finance industry’s need for validation and its sensitivity to regulations has showed its
adoption to data science. Thus data science is growing in importance in financial sectors.

Key Words: Data Science, Finance, Portfolio, Sensitivity
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An Image Steganography Technique - A Review Paper
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.

Abstract
Steganography is concerned with data hiding technique. It is an art and science in secret
data transmission between two communicating parties. The main purpose of
steganography is to hide the data behind some digital carriers. It is only possible when,
steganography encrypts the secret data so that the existence of the secret data should not be
perceptible. In image steganography, security in information is achieved by embedding
data into the cover-image which generates the stego-image. So, it is very difficult to
retrieve the hidden information from the stego-image by breaking the stego-medium. This
is known as steganalysis. There are different types of steganography techniques, each of
them have their respective strength and weakness. In this paper we have covered
overviews of steganography, its major types, applications etc. and also have analyzed
various image steganographic techniques such as LSB, ISB, MLSB, DCT, DWT, PSNR
etc.
Keywords: Steganography, Cryptography, Steganalysis, Encryption, Stegokey, Coverimage, Stego-image, DES, RSA, LSB, PSNR.
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Digitization in Public Libraries of West Bengal: Challenges and
Opportunities
Moumita Pari
Librarian, Haldia Institute of Management

Abstract:
Library services with the commitment to freedom of access to information and promotion of
life-long learning centres provides the facilities to all people regardless of age, race or
language. In the field of research and education or only for knowledge enhancement of
public, digitizing books, journals, magazines, news papers and other study materials are the
latest requirement all over the world and India has already entered in the era of digitization to
fulfil the needs. A digital library is not only an electronic version of a traditional library but
also a multifunctional and readily accessible to all types of users. Digital technologies have
brought significant changes in the development of the public libraries of West Bengal. Digital
libraries help people by transforming information to knowledge through effective digital
information acquisition, retrieval, organization and dissemination. The scope of this paper is
to study the initiatives taken by India in bridging the digital divide. Several important
initiatives taken by Indian Government towards digital access to information in rural areas
are “Gyan Doot,” “Grameen sanchar sevak,” e–Seva projects, etc. Except these initiatives,
Digital Library Projects like the NSDL (National Science Digital Library), Vidya Vahini,
library networks and community information centres and digital mobile libraries are
remarkable. Having an emerging power in Information Technology, Indian rural and remote
areas are still deprived of the benefits of digitization. This research paper also emphasizes the
issues and challenges to digitization (Infrastructural issues, Literacy and skills related issues,
Economic barriers, Content and Language related issues, etc.) in Indian public libraries and
focuses the requirement of well established policies and political support in this aspect.
Besides those issues, attitudinal factors of public have created some challenges for the
Government in introducing digital technology.
Key-Words: Digitization, Public Libraries, Challenges and Opportunities, Government
Initiatives
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Digitization of Education - A Great Change in Teaching and
Learning Methodology
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Abstract
Use of technology has become a common practice in today’s world. As the world is moving
rapidly towards digital media, the role of IT in education system has become increasingly
important. Development of digitization can be outstanding if it can be utilized in education,
research and extension activities which can be more cost effective. The paper attempts to
understand whether digitization of education has brought a significant change in teaching and
learning methodology. The focus of the paper is on three modules i.e. improvement in
education system with digitization, conceptual development with digitization, and finally
accessibility of information through digitization. The study is empirical in nature and the data
is collected by using well structure questionnaire. Statistical analysis of the data shows that
digitization has helped in easy access to unlimited sources of information and shows good
connectivity in improvement of education by promoting critical and logical thinking which
leads to conceptual development.

Key Words: Digitization, Education, Conceptual development and Accessibility
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Digital Marketing in India: A Cost Reduction Approach
Dr. Debasish Biswas
Assistant Professor, Deptt. of Business Administration, Vidyasagar University, West Bengal

Abstract
Digital marketing has been introduced in India for marketing of products or services with the
help of digital technologies like internet, mobile phones, display advertising, and any other
digital medium. Of late, digital platforms are frequently used by the marketers for selling
their products or services in one hand and in other hand consumers are also using digital
devices instead of going to physical shops. Rapid emergence of digital marketing is
challenging the relevance of existing marketing practices in the 21st century. A business can
apply digital marketing strategy as a cost reduction approach and it can avoid costly
marketing medium such as TV, radio, magazines and other traditional marketing strategies in
order to draw the attention of existing as well as potential customers. Digital marketing is less
costly and time consuming in comparison to traditional marketing practices. On the other
hand, consumers can also save their valuable time and hard money. The main aim of this
study is to compare the cost perspectives between digital marketing and traditional marketing
practices. In my study, I have made a deliberate attempt to showcase cost benefit analysis of
digital marketing and traditional marketing practices. In my study, I will also show how
digital marketing can dramatically reduce the overhead cost of an organization and build a
very solid customer relationship management in the days to come.

Key Words: Digital marketing, traditional marketing, cost benefit analysis, customer
relationship management, cost reduction approach.
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Abstract
In the history of human development, women have been as vital in the history making as men have
been. In fact higher status for women vis-à-vis employment and work performed by them in a society
is a significant indicator of a nation’s overall progress. Undoubtedly, without the active participation
of women in national activities, the social, economic or political progress of a country will deteriorate
and become stagnant. But ironically and tragically, women employees in general, are not taken very
seriously by their superiors, colleagues, or society at large. Having a career poses challenges for
women due to their family responsibilities. Traditionally Indian women had been home makers but in
the recent decades, proper education and better awareness, in addition to the ever increasing cost of
living has made them to go out and choose careers. In a patriarchal society like India it is still believed
that a man is the primary bread winner of his family. Although Indian women have started working
outside their homes but still they have a long way to go both culturally, socially and economically, to
bring in positive attitudinal changes in the mind-set of people.

Keywords: Women Employees , Stress, Quality of Work life , Work life Conflict
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Abstract
The blockchain is an undeniably ingenious invention- the brainchild of person or group of
people known by pseudonym. But since then, it has evolved into something greater, and the
main question every person is asking; what is Block chain? By allowing digital information
to be distributed but not copied, block chain technology created the backbone of new type of
internet. Originally devised for the digital currency, Bitcoin , the tech community is now
finding other potential uses for the technology. Bitcoin has been called “digital gold” and for
a good reason. To date, the total value of the currency is close to$9 billion US. And
blockchains can make other types of digital value. Like the internet (or your car), you don’t
need to know how the blockchain works to use it. However, having a basic knowledge of
these new technology shows why it’s considered revolutionary. So, we hope you enjoy this,
what is Blockchain guide.
Key words- Blockchain , Bitcoin, Currency.
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Different Scheduling Algorithms used for vulnerability of the
operating system with Real Time Operating System
Anupam Das
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Abstract
Real-time systems play an important role in our modern society. Real-time systems used in
different field now a days, For Example: Home Appliances (microwave ovens and dish
washers), digital devices, (Camera and Mp3 players) and Communication devices (Cellular
telephone and blackberry handheld devices), Railway reservation system, laser Printer, Cell
phones etc. The main objective of this paper is to compare the different scheduling
algorithms in Real time system for scheduling the task, different scheduling algorithms were
used. Most of the real-time systems are designed using priority based preemptive scheduling
and worst case execution time estimates to guarantee the execution of high priority tasks.
Workstation and personal computers are increasingly used for applications with real time
characteristics such us speech understanding and synthesis, media computations and I/O and
often concurrently executed with traditional non-real-time workstation. After that, we
describe performance parameters we use to compare the performances of the various
algorithms. We observe that the choice of a scheduling algorithm is important in designing a
real time system. We conclude by discussing the results of the survey and suggest future
research directions in the field of Real Time Operating System The application should run in
the user’s computer and provide the online alert from time to time about the vulnerability of
the operating system with the help of using real time with scheduling algorithm.
Keywords- Real-Time Operating Systems, Real- Task Scheduler, Types of Real-Time
Task Scheduler, Scheduling Algorithm, Deadline, Scheduler, Earliest Deadline First
(EDF)
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Abstract:
Global scenario nowadays in reality accepting the use of fuzzy algorithm in engineering
system. But before preceding towards the facts of fuzzy it is very much evident to see that
whether it is possible to incorporate the system into the real time set of designed model. To
study this features intelligent relying has been taken into account as a working example for
the discussion purpose from the protection system. Protection is the most significant area of
power system. For single phase LT consumers, electromechanical B – Type, C – Type and D
- Type MCBs are available nowadays. Many significant workouts on various breakers have
been found with excellent features like VCB, SF6 and so on. But the aforesaid papers are
mostly developed with constructive features of better theoretical prospects and not showing
any practical outcomes from the said concerned work. In the present paper a brief discussion
is made on what are the chances of inculpating any simulated intelligent fault protection
system under MATLAB environment into the real world system for the purpose of protection
against over current scenario due to low fault impedance. The purpose of this breaker is to
provide protection to the overall connected loads of any entire system by introducing
Mamdani FIS based decision making Artificial Intelligent (AI) breaker. Supporting hardware
system using microcontroller board by incorporating AT mega 328P – PU has been
developed here to implement the concept practically. Java based open source processing has
been followed for developing a microcontroller based scope for fetching the signals from the
main system’s board. Discussions has been followed up to the point that whether it is possible
to introduce fuzzy into the real world system by interfacing with any easiest mode of
communication procedure or not. For the communication part in this paper microcontroller
based on C compiler has been followed by intruding Arduino as burner. Experimental output
data from the hardware circuit validates the theoretical approach of Mamdani FIS based AI
Breaker and this ensures better and reliable protection to expensive household electrical
loads.
Key-Words: Real time output performance, Fuzzy based intelligent protection system
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Abstract
This paper is a synopsis of how to use inbuilt cellular phone IMU sensors to create an
enhanced pedometer that can track the distance walked by a person over time without the
need for a Global Positioning System (GPS). Later on it is shown that using sensor fusion it
is possible to additionally track the trajectory of the walked distance. For such purpose, the
authors collected data using the inbuilt IMU sensor of a Samsung GalaxyS7 cellular phone. A
real data set was collected while walking with the cell phone in trouser pocket to demonstrate
how the collected information can be used, along with physical and stochastic modelling
techniques, to create an enhanced pedometer application. The authors noted that for the
device being stationary the variations in measurement can be modelled as white noise, the
angular data collected from the device while walking has a highly sinusoidal nature, and that
the human walk can be modelled as a torque driven pendulum.
Key-Words: Cellular Phones IMU, Enhanced Pedometer
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Abstract
The age old filing systems at Government offices of India are gradually being replaced by
utilization of Information and Communications Technology in order to ensure good
governance by the institution called ‘Government’. The revolution which started with the
establishment of National Informatics Centre (NIC) gradually evolved over the years.
Initially a 12 point minimum agenda for e- governance was adopted by the Central
Government (Ref: http://darpg.nic.in/arpg-website / Reform Initiatives /eGovernance /
IndianExperience / EgovExp73.doc). E-Governance can be distinguished from E –
Government in the sense that E- Governance “helps governing and have to be governed”. 4
types of digital interactions completes the process of e – Governance (Ref:
www.egovernance.in, “Government in the twenty first century: New Avenues of Study” by
Miller & Walling, Information based on the Government websites of the states). Based on the
11th report of 2nd Administrative Reforms Commission the National e- Governance Plan was
adopted comprising 31 Mission Mode Projects (Ref: Website of Ministry of Electronics &
Information Technology, Government of India). Digital India which is a vision to digital
empowerment of the country is the latest initiative in the field of e – Governance (Ref:
www.digitalindia.gov.in). Positive efforts on the part of the Government and the Government
employees are required to overcome the constraints and eradicate the disadvantages in order
to achieve the advantages of e – governance.
Key-Words: E–Governance, India, Mission and Vision
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Abstract
Using reversible data hiding (RDH) we can hide our secret data into a cover image and the
receiver can restore both the secret data and the original image. It has wide application in
medical imagery, military imagery where no distortion of original cover is allowed. Hong and
Chen proposed a RDH scheme based on interpolation and histogram shifting. In their scheme
reference pixels are not used for data embedding which leads to low capacity. Huang et al.
modified this scheme and proposed a high capacity RDH scheme in which prediction errors
are used for data embedding. A difference expansion technique is used in the stego image to
increase the payload capacity. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is tested using
standard test images and the proposed scheme gives better results in terms of embedding
capacity and visual quality compared to Huang et al. scheme.
Keywords: RDH, Differnce Expansion, Pixel Value Difference
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